No park better embodies Kentucky’s unspoiled wilderness than Natural Bridge, located in the heart of the Daniel Boone National Forest in eastern Kentucky. It is a setting that’s a natural for meeting objectives. The Woodland center is a short stroll from Hemlock Lodge and offers modern meeting and banquet facilities surrounded by beautiful woodlands. For smaller groups, the lodge offers a private dining room overlooking the pool and Hoedown Island Lake.

SITE FEATURES
- 35 Lodge Rooms
- 11 1- and 2-Bedroom Cottages
- 87 Campsites plus Tent Camping
- Sandstone Arches Restaurant Seats up to 175 People
- Gift Shop
- Sky Lift (Seasonal)
- Hoedown Island (Seasonal)
- Four Outdoor Event/Picnic Shelters

RECREATION OPTIONS
- Miniature Golf
- Team-Building
- Hiking Trails (20 miles)
- Outdoor Pool (Seasonal)
- Planned Recreation/Naturalist Activities
- Playground
- Picnic Tables

Natural Arch
The 65- by 78-foot arch was formed by the erosion of wind, water, and ice that cut away the soft sandstone and left a hard rock cap that arches dramatically across the sky. The arch and surrounding 945 acres were once home to prehistoric groups and later the hunting grounds of the Cherokee.